Estimation of radiation budget using geostationary satellites by the VL project
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Clouds can cool the Earth by reflecting solar radiation and also can keep the Earth warm by absorbing and emitting terrestrial radiation. They are important in the energy balance at the Earth surface and the Top of the Atmosphere (TOA) and are connected complicatedly into the Earth system as well as other climate feedback processes. Aerosols reflects solar radiation and cools the earth, and it is called a direct effect. Moreover, aerosols influences the condensation of the cloud particles by indirect effect. Thus, cloud and aerosol are one of the important element in Earth energy system, and it’s important to be estimate radiation budget to better understand climate and environmental change.

Geostationary satellite observations are useful for estimating the upward and downward radiation budget at the surface and the TOA over wide regions and at high temporal resolution. We develop a vicarious calibration technique for the global analysis. An accurate calibrated data propose the better accuracy for analysis of cloud and radiation budget. (In this study, five satellites: GMS-5, GOES-8, GOES-10, METOSAT-5, METEOSAT-7 are used for analysis). An accurate calibrated data propose the better accuracy for analysis of cloud and radiation budget. Additionally, the possibility of aerosol-cloud-radiation interaction is discussed.

- Formation of a Virtual Laboratory for Diagnosing the Earth’s Climate System -

In order to diagnose the earth’s climate system under severe stress such as a global warming, the cooperative research centers (CCSR, HyARC, CAOS, and CEReS, ) construct ”Virtual Laboratory”, and research climate and environmental studies cooperatively with properties of each center. CEReS activities are Geostationary satellites global data archives and construction of Satellite information data base. Moreover, development of atmospheric radiation budget product. We aim at the contribution to a climate model and the better understanding of the climate system.
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